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Masoul wasnâ€™t just an uprising, it was the starting of a war. Harmony didnâ€™t start on Masoul;

they were using it as a testing ground.Moretti has a lead on where Harmony might have come from.

First they need to defeat Harmonyâ€™s forces in Osdal.Nervaâ€™s not going to throw his people at

Harmony, this is not just a colonist uprising, this is a well-armed and backed military. They need

more information. It comes down to the Triple-Twoâ€™s to find out that information.Once again the

Victor brothers and their platoon will be right at the heart of Harmony.Nothing will be the same after

Osdal.
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And not enough brain. This is a good read, but with one serious flaw. The real war consist of some

planning, fight is not everywhere, but in some strategical pattern to control most important points,

encircle enemies, discourage them and isolate. Here we have lot of shooting, lot of cutting, injures,

dreads - but all looks like ant war. And the enemy - it doesn't work the way described in the book.

Untrained cowardly fanatics are worthless against professional soldiers in the direct confrontation.

Here they are almost match for the best trained soldiers in the universe.



Here we go again but in a good way :) We all know the general path of whats going to be happening

in the books as in where they are heading so thats a given but we did get some twists and turns and

we get a feeling that the EMF is not as indestructible as they think they are a lot of the veterans are

gone and Mike is breaking the band up and integrating the regulars into different units. The enemy

is almost meeting them on an even ground almost but not completly yet. Mark is taken to a darker

place when someone is lost that he has bonded with, i think the last of his humanity is almost gone

but there is still joy for family. The boss man dies (ok Mike we kind of figured what you did to him but

you made us wait till the end of the book to get any Legion info AGAIN) in a shuttle. The guys are

dealing with BM's from other carries now and with their how carrier gone its going to be a test i can

bet. The next book looks like its going to have a lot of trials and strife training BM's to the teams

standards and breaking the mentality that this is a war not a police action and the bottom line is not

what is the most important. When the new General stepped into the picture i was thinking HERE

WE GO AGAIN.

i enjoy a good space army fight the bad guys theme and i like the main characters in this series. ive

read through all three in two days and i dont regret it. the first two were good but this one i feel is

(tho good) just too sad. i had to skip areas because i didnt want to know what they were doing to

slaves and then the bad guys did that in front of Mark and he couldnt save her. it had me crying and

feling depressed.

This book is awesome. The struggle. The pain of war. Losing friends and comrades you've known

from the beginning. That is conflict. War brings out the inhumanity in humanity. This book does not

glorify the tragedy that is war. It tells the story of those who live through it. Mark Victor will never be

the same.
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